This article is interested in the problem of the linguistic content of a speech corpus. Depending on the target task, the phonological and linguistic content of the corpus is controlled by collecting a set of sentences which covers a preset description of phonological attributes under the constraint of an overall duration as small as possible. This goal is classically achieved by greedy algorithms which however do not guarantee the optimality of the desired cover. In recent works, a lagrangian-based algorithm, called LamSCP, has been used to extract coverings of diphonemes from a large corpus in French, giving better results than a greedy algorithm. We propose to keep comparing both algorithms in terms of the shortest duration, stability and robustness by achieving multi-represented diphoneme or triphoneme covering. These coverings correspond to very large scale optimization problems, from a corpus in English. For each experiment, LamSCP improves the greedy results from 3.9 to 9.7 percent.
Introduction
In automatic speech recognition as well as speech synthesis fields, many technologies rely on models trained on large speech corpora. The quality of these models depends strongly on the linguistic content of these corpora. So as to cover the maximum of the required descriptive attributes (mainly phonological and linguistic attributes), two strategies are conceivable. The first one consists in collecting randomly the acoustic materials. This strategy becomes quickly expensive because of the natural exponential distribution of the linguistic events. Unfortunately very few events take place very frequently compared with a considerable mass of rare events. This drawback becomes often acute owing to the need of many technologies to have several occurrences of a same event. Furthermore, this method does not guarantee the stability of the corpus content and its main characteristics as corpus size, sentence length, etc.. This situation may influence the learning of the model parameters. One alternative consists in explicitly controlling the content of the learning corpus according to the target application. The main difficulty is to assure the presence of units longer than a phoneme, given their heavy-tailed distribution. A solution is the automatic extraction, from huge text corpora, of a subset which covers all the descriptive attributes and minimizes the speech duration after recording. This optimization problem can be translated as a SetCovering Problem (SCP) that is a NP-hard problem. It is thus necessary to use sub-optimal or heuristic algorithms. Within the field of automatic speech processing, the most often used methodology is the greedy method based on an agglomeration policy. This iterative algorithm chooses at each step a sentence corresponding to the highest score which quantifies a sentence contribution to the iterated covering. (Gauvain et al., 1990 ) applies this greedy strategy to build a database for a speech recognition task thanks to hierarchically organized covering attributes. (Van Santen and Buchsbaum, 1997) studies several greedy variants of text selection, varying the required unit nature (diphone, duration components, etc.) and the sentence score function according to the application. In (François and Boëffard, 2001) , the agglomeration greedy method is based on a heuristic which tries to satisfy the covering constraint with a priority on the rarest unit classes. This work has been recently implemented to build the Neologos corpus (Krstulovic et al., 2006) . (Krul et al., 2006 ) builds a corpus whose diphoneme/triphoneme distribution approximates a uniform distribution. The greedy strategy is driven by a sentence cost function based on the Kullback-Liebler divergence. A similar method is used in (Krul et al., 2007) to construct a reduced database whose unit distribution is close to a given domain specific distribution. From an algorithmic point of view, (Kawai et al., 2000) proposes a pair-exchange mecanism. In (Rojc and Kacic, 2000) , the first spitting greedy algorithm is introduced, that deletes uninteresting sentences, and is followed by a greedy pair exchange. In (François and Boëffard, 2002) , several combinations of greedy algorithms -agglomeration, spitting and pair exchange-are studied and applied to the construction of a speech synthesis corpus. According to this work, the best combination is the agglomeration greedy algorithm followed by a spitting greedy algorithm. During the agglomeration greedy phase, the score of a sentence corresponds to the number of its units that are missing in the ongoing covering divided by the sentence length. As regards the spitting phase, at each step, the longest redundant sentence is excluded of the covering. In order to clarify the rest of our paper, this algorithm is called ASA -Agglomeration and then Spitting Algorithm-.
As an alternative to a greedy strategy, (Chevelu et al., 2007) proposes a solution based on the lagrangian relaxation. Indeed, solving a SCP by lagrangian relaxation may find an exact solution for problems of reasonable scale. However, the order of complexity for covering problems that we are interested in speech processing is about millions of sentences by thousands of units. In this framework, (Chevelu et al., 2007) adapts the heuristics introduced by (Caprara et al., 1999) to take into account the constraint of multirepresentation : a given minimal number of instances can be required in the covering for each attribute. The obtained algorithm, called LamSCP -Lagrangian based Algorithm for Multi-represented SCP-is applied to extract coverings of diphonemes, under the condition of mono-representation and 5-representation, from a large French text corpus. The results are better with LamSCP than the solutions found by ASA, offering a reduction in the cover size from 5 to 10 percents. Furthermore, LamSCP provides a lower bound to the SCP and enables to assess the real quality of the proposed solutions. In this paper, after discussing the main steps of LamSCP and the lagrangian relaxation properties on which it is based, we keep comparing LamSCP and ASA to achieve a multi-represented diphoneme covering from an English text corpus. We also test these two strategies in the very constrained problem to cover triphonemes, from a English corpus and a French one, in order to study its ability to solve very large scale SCP instances. At last, we assert the stability of both algorithms by calculating the standard deviations of the results and the associated confidence intervals. We want to clarify that we do not deal with the problem of choosing the right covering features. Naturally, the methods presented here can handle problems where it is necessary to compose with different kinds of features as: phonetic units, prosodic and phonological features or other speech-related features. Moreover, the notion of cost for a sentence corresponds here to its length in phone number. This figure can be modulated by other criteria. We only need that these criteria are computable. We focus in this paper on the comparison of two algorithms: a greedy based approach and a lagrangrian based one, for solving a set covering problem in the context of speech precessing. This speech processing domain brings particular event distributions known to be heavy tailed.
A lagrangian based method for SCP
Before introducing the LamSCP, we briefly review the lagrangian relaxation properties on which this algorithm is based.
Notations and principles
Let us consider a corpus A of n sentences composed of m distinct attributes u 1 , . . . , u m -phonological units, acoustic unit classes, prosodic attributes, etc. A can be represented by a matrix A = (a ij ), where a ij is the instance number of u i in the sentence s j . We denote the unit set U = {u 1 , . . . , u m } and we define M = {1, . . . , m} and N = {1, . . . , n}. With every sentence s j , a cost c j is combined. A covering of U is a subset of A which contains, for every u i , a minimal number b i of instances. It is described by a column vector X = (x j ) j∈N , where x j = 1 if the sentence s j belongs to U and 0 otherwise. In other words, a covering is a solution X ∈ {0, 1} n of the following system :
If it is quite easy to determine such a covering, we want a covering with the lowest possible cost. The cost of a covering corresponds to the sum of the costs of all its elements. This SCP can be written as :
where C = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) and B = (b 1 , . . . , b m ) T . Let a column vector Λ ∈ R m + , we introduce the dual lagrangian function associated with (2):
where the j-th coordinate of C(Λ) = C − Λ T A is called the lagrangian cost c j (Λ) of s j . The coordinates of Λ = (λ i ) i∈M , called lagrangian multipliers, are non-negative real values and can be interpreted as a weighting of the constraints (1). The function L(Λ) provides a lower bound of the minimal covering cost, which permits to asset the quality of a covering. Its calculus is simple, a solution X(Λ) of this optimisation problem in (3) is x j (Λ) = 1 if c j (Λ) < 0, x j (Λ) = 0 if c j (Λ) > 0 and x j (Λ) = 0 otherwise. Let us notice that this lower bound is not necessary reachable by a covering cost. Moreover, L(Λ) gives us relevant information about the usefulness of each sentence within the optimal covering. Indeed, for a given Λ and an upper bound U B of the optimal covering cost, we can compute a gap g(Λ) = U B − L(Λ) which measures the quality of the relaxation. If c j (Λ) > g(Λ), we can check that any feasible solution of the SCP containing the sentence s j has a cost value strictly greater than U B. Hence, s j does not belong to the optimal solution and x j can be fixed at zero. Similarly, if c j (Λ) < −g(Λ), s j belongs the optimal covering and one can fix x j to 1. Therefore, an optimal covering is made up of sentences with a low lagrangian cost (Caprara et al., 2000) . In order to obtain the best lower bound L(Λ * ), we consider the dual problem of (2) which consists in maximizing the function L. This optimization problem is simpler than (2) : the search space is R m + on which L is continuous, concave and piecewise affine. The iterative subgradient algorithm provides a near-optimal vector Λ * by generating a sequence (Λ k ) k of which the convergence fastness depends on (g(Λ k )) k .
An introduction to LamSCP
In this paragraph, we describe the main steps and heuristics of LamSCP which are represented in figure 1. For more details, please refer to (Chevelu et al., 2007) and the associated references. The algorithm is structured into three main phases, which compose the procedure called 3-phases, as follows :
• The first phase, called subgradient phase, approximates Λ * . It needs the knowledge of an upper bound of the optimal covering cost. A naive initialization of U B may be the cost of the overall corpus A, but it is not relevant. Therefore, this initialization is carried out by calculating a first solution to the SCP using a greedy strategy where the score of the sentence s j , denoted by score greedy (s j ), corresponds to the number of its units that are missing in the ongoing covering divided by its cost c j .
• In the heuristic phase, the neighbourhood of Λ * is explored a great number of times (usually 250). A greedy type procedure is associated to each neighbouring vector Λ, in order to obtain a covering through the use of the lagrangian costs. More precisely, the used score function score LamSCP (s j ) corresponds to the number of units of the sentence s j that are missing to the ongoing covering divided by its langrangian cost c j (Λ).
• From the best obtained solution, "promising" sentences are selected during the column fixing phase.
The residual set covering sub-problem is then processed similarly. The iteration of the 3-phases procedure is stopped when the residual sub-problem is empty or the associated lagrangian function is too costly. More precisely, since the lagrangian function indicates a minimal cost for covering the sub-problem, its addition to the costs of the sentences already retained gives a minoration of the total cost of the solution under construction, which should not rise beyond the cost U B of the best known solution in order to be potentially more advantageous.
Since LamSCP aims to solve large scale SCP, it uses numerous heuristics to reduce the computing complexity. The most frequently heuristic consists in downsizing the problem by considering mainly the sentences with the lowest lagrangian costs. The corresponding procedures are represented by the ellipses in figure 1 :
• The pricing procedure, called during the subgradient phase, consists in getting the three phases to work on a subset containing sentences with a low lagrangian cost. Some other sentences are added to this subset in order to make sure that the size of the sub-corpus is sufficient with respect to the number of units to cover.
• The reduction of the problem in the procedure known as greedy consists in selecting the sentence within a limited subset of sentences of lowest lagrangian cost. These costs are then updated. If the maximum in this subset is bigger than the minimal lagrangian cost of the sentences that were initially excluded, the algorithm also updates the working subset.
• The column fixing phase and the refining procedure consist in really reducing the size of the problem by fixing a set of sentences and readapting the matrix as well as the constraints. The selected sentences remain selected for the whole 3-phases procedure. They are chosen among the sentences covering rare units, or with a very low lagrangian cost.
• Finally, every time the refining procedure is called, the set of selected sentences is rebuilt. That step selects, up to a certain percentage of covering, the sentences that contribute the least to the gap g(Λ).
All along the algorithm, as soon as a covering better than the current best one is derived, the upper bound U B is updated in order to improve the relaxation quality g(Λ * ). 
Methodology
We compare LamSCP and ASA with respect to two aspects : the cost and the stability of their proposed coverings. For this purpose, large phonetically annotated text corpora are used : one in English, the other in French. The corpus in English, Gutenberg contains 53,996 sentences, selected by (Kominek and Black, 2003) among those of the Gutenberg project (Hart, 2003) . The corpus in French, Le-Monde, is a larger corpus and counts 172,168 sentences extracted from the daily newspaper "Le Monde" (year 1997). We present in table 1 the statistics concerning both corpora. For each corpus, existing phonemes, diphonemes and triphonemes (according the experiment and the desired attributes) were collected in order to define the set of units U = {u 1 , . . . , u m } to be covered and their occurrences in each sentence. This information is represented by the matrix A = (a ij ) introduced in section 2.1. A covering containing at least k instances of every phoneme, diphoneme to the n-phoneme is called a k-covering of the n-phonemes.
Since the main purpose is the design of textual corpora that minimize the speech duration after recording, the cost c j of a sentence s j corresponds to its number of phone occurrences. In a first experiment, namely A, we carry out a 5-covering of the diphonemes of the Gutenberg corpus and we com-pare the performances of LamSCP and ASA in terms of solution size, i.e. the number of phone occurrences in a solution. In a second experiment, namely B, we realize a 1-covering of the triphonemes on the Gutenberg corpus, which consists in covering 29,489 units from the 53,996 available sentences. The aim is to validate the algorithms when working with strong constraints. These algorithms must be able to cope with a problem of triphonemes covering, i.e. with a matrix of more than 25,000 columns. To test the behavior of both algorithms when the number of sentences, and potentially the search space for a solution, are larger, we proceed the same experiment on the Le-Monde corpus, i.e. 172,168 sentences for 27,650 units. In a last experiment, namely C, we study the stability of the results produced by both algorithms. Indeed, one of the difficulties of the greedy methodology is that the sentence score function score greedy (s j ) has discrete values and several sentences can have the same score. In our implementation, the greedy algorithm chooses the first coming sentence out of those that have the best current score. We would like to measure the influence of this random choice on the stability of the results. LamSCP uses heuristics that make a pre-selection from among sentences according to their lagrangian costs c j (Λ). Let us notice that Λ → c j (Λ) is a continuous real-value function. In the heuristic phase, LamSCP uses greedy strategies based on the score function score LamSCP (s j , Λ), derived from the lagrangian costs, which may be therefore more discriminant than the function score greedy (s j ). The obtained covering depends on the order of the sentences in the matrix, i.e. their column index in the matrix A. A simple solution to evaluate the stability consists in proceeding an important amount of experiments on the same SCP instance by randomly permutating the columns of the initial matrix A, at the beginning of each experiment.
Considering the computation time, we choose to carry out at least 40 times a 1-covering of the diphonemes on the Gutenberg corpus. This problem is still difficult without requiring so much computation time. Table 2 shows results for experiments A and B evaluating the overall quality of the covering solutions. For each experiment, ASA reduces drastically the initial corpus size, in terms of number of phones and sentences, between 84 and 96%. However, for each experiment, Lam-SCP produces cheaper solutions, from 3.9 to 4.5% compared to ASA.
Results and discussion
As to the mean of selected sentence lengths obtained with LamSCP is always higher than the ASA one, it may confirm that LamSCP makes less local choices than ASA especially thanks to the lagrangian vector. Let us remind that a substantial improvement of LamSCP is the computation of a lower bound for the optimal covering cost, based on lagrangian relaxation principles. This lower bound is not necessarily related with a covering and may be not reachable. This information enables to establish that the optimal covering is at the maximum 1 −
58,434
61,344 = 4.7% cheaper than the one found by ASA for experiment A, and 4.4% for experiment B (see line "Potential reduction relative to ASA" on table 2). Similar reasoning locates the optimal covering cost at the maximum 1 − 58,434 58,595 = 0.27% smaller than the solution cost using LamSCP for experiment A, and respectively 0.38% and 0.55% for experiment B.
Results for experiment C are provided in table 3. As regards the average cost of a covering, the 95% confidence intervals for LamSCP and ASA are disjoint. This allows us to affirm that in terms of covering cost, solutions obtained by Lam-SCP are significantly better, around 9.7% cheaper, than the ones obtained by ASA. The average lower bound represents 10.46% of the average cost using ASA, against only 0.75% of the cost using LamSCP. As for stability, the relative standard deviation of this covering cost produced by ASA and LamSCP are respectively 0.46% and 0.07%. Thus, ASA is relatively stable, but LamSCP improves results by a factor 6.4. Concerning the lower bound, it hardly fluctuates with a relative standard deviation smaller than 0.05%. This seems to confirm that the lagrangian costs allow a better discrimination between sentences by providing a global information relative to the problem. Considering the 1-covering of diphonemes (experiment C) and under comparable conditions, LamSCP provides a solution running in a few hundred minutes (around 225 min), whereas ASA needs a few minutes (around 1,5 min). Similarly, considering the 5-covering of diphonemes (experiment A), the computational time of LamSCP is 470 minutes whereas ASA needs only 22 seconds. For a triphoneme covering (experiment B), ASA needs 144 minutes to find a solution on the Gutenberg corpus compared to the 10 days of LamSCP (respectively 224 minutes and 11 days for the corpus Le-Monde). Althought the computational time of LamSCP seems to be huge, it is still acceptable relatively to the SCP size. The design of a corpus is not a frequent task and this drawback is compensated by the save of an expensive human effort for recording the reduced textual corpus, especially when several voices are needed. Inspite of the numerous heuristics in LamSCP, a short analysis shows that the 250 greedy procedures, which are independent, in the heuristic phase represent 50% of the overall execution time. It may be possible to improve the LamSCP computational time by using a parallel version of the heuristic phase.
Conclusion
In this paper, we compare two algorithms, ASA and Lam-SCP, to solve a SCP applied to the automatic building of linguistic corpora. The first one is based on greedy strategies and the second one on lagrangian relaxation principles. Experiments carried out in French and English to cover phonemes, diphonemes and triphonemes show that both algorithms enable to solve very large scale SCP. The main drawback of LamSCP is its computational time relatively the one of ASA, and its use is really relevant when the corpus size is a crucial problem for the target system. But, the lower bound, provided by LamSCP, permits to locate the solutions obtained by both algorithms close to the optimal covering. However, LamSCP gives significantly better solutions, i.e. shorter in duration. At last, both algorithms are robust to the perturbation of the matrix which repre- Table 2 : The first table corresponds to a 5-covering of diphonemes of the corpus Gutenberg, the second one to a 1-covering of triphonemes of Gutenberg and Le-Monde. The column "Original" shows the initial corpora features. The columns "ASA" and "LamSCP" provide similar information about the covering. The column "LB" indicates the best lower bound found by LamSCP. Each experiment corresponds to a 1-covering of diphonemes in Gutenberg. For each experiment, the SCP matrix columns are mixed. The "stability ratio" is the ratio between relative standard deviations of LamSCP and ASA.
sents the initial database, but LamSCP provides a sixfold improvement in stability as compared with ASA.
